
BUSINESS IS UNWELL

In May of 2014, The New York Times article “Why You Hate Work” by Tony Schwartz and Jerry Porath went viral 

because it voiced a sentiment that we all know and see every day:  A lot of people hate their jobs. In fact, Gallup 

reports that 85% of employees say they hate their jobs when surveyed anonymously. In addition, Gallup has also 

found that only 13% of people are engaged in their jobs. And this unhappiness in the workplace spreads beyond 

the employees, according to New Voice Media, in 2017, businesses lost $75B due to poor customer service, so it 

would seem our ailing workplaces are impacting customers. The old adage that happy employees make happy 

customers and vice versa is playing out in a real way. And if all of that isn’t enough of a signal of being unwell, 

according to another Gallup study, they’ve found that diagnoses of depression are more common in disengaged 

employees. So, not only is business unwell, it’s making us unwell, literally.

Why is this?

While you can find many potential causes, I would argue that this poor health is due to three key things.

1. Misdirected priorities, whether stated or implied, that are emotionally meaningless and self-serving rather 

than noble and service-focused.

2. Hierarchical command-and-control management that drives ineffective, uninspiring leader-follower cultures 

that create uninspired, disengaged employees who work because they have to not because they want to.

3. Difficult, complex systems and processes that are a struggle for both employees and customers.

Can business get well?

I believe it can and it begins with a new strategy consisting of mindsets and practices that lead to wellness, 

Business Wellness.

BUSINESS WELLNESS

Much like how we approach personal wellness by nourishing and nurturing our minds and bodies, Business 

Wellness is a similar strategy that involves the ongoing examination and improvement of the ecosystem of an 

organization to bring value and fulfillment to all stakeholders. The approach found here is primarily focused on but 

not limited to the illnesses of disengaged employees, uninspired customers, and complex, difficult systems. It is a 

dynamic, continuous process of change and growth in constant pursuit of a state of well-being where employees 

and customers are happy and engaged. Put simply, Business Wellness is the act of practicing "healthy" habits on a 

consistent basis to attain positive outcomes for people, so that instead of struggling, they’re thriving.

In practice, Business Wellness is about making a company function more effectively by aligning everyone to a 

mission of service, leading people instead managing them, and improving systems and processes to be easy, 

efficient, and effective for both customers and employees. And once these practices become integral to the culture, 

the benefits become apparent. When the culture is service focused and everyone is helping each other, gone is the 

petty infighting amongst self-interested silos. When employees are led as people rather than managed like things, 

they engage in the work and help to solve problems and innovate new solutions. And when systems are 

uncomplicated, employees can spend their time building customer relationships and delivering great experiences.

Ultimately, the goal of Business Wellness is to create better workplaces where employees are motivated to create 

better customer experiences. And since all of us are employees and customers, the overall result is a better life for 

everyone. This is wellness.
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